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Marshalling the forces
Ralph Steven Marshall appears to be one of the

National Front's latest recruits to their campaign to
infiltrate and influence the Trade Unions. Marshall,

who is also known as John Green, although young,
appears to have a fairly long record of Anti-Union
and Anti-Socialist activity. He is known to be hyper-
cautious and very secretive, and has moved around
the Country several times in recent years causing
trouble everywhere he has come to rest.

Presently one of the key men in the Pro-Tyndall
camp in the Midlands, is at present using his skills
to assist Tyndall in his fight with the Populists.

A Sheffield union chief has attacked the police
for failing to take action over alleged racialist posters
appearing in Sheffield.

Mr Vernon Thornes, secretary of the trades
council, claimed that the police should be prosecuting
the publishers of the postersthe National Front.
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The areas that Marshall is known to have operated
in, in the past, include Ealing, West London, Luton,
Bletchley, and more recently the Midlands. A man
who rarely lowers his guard, he did allow his thoughts
to become crystal clear to a number of Racists at
a meeting in East Anglia a couple of years ago when
he declared "WE have more than our fair share of
Blacks in the urban Industrial areas, now if we had
enough tree's they could swing on them to their
hearts content."

We think Trade Unionists should be alert to this
man, and we hope to reveal more about him in future
issues of SEARCHLIGHT.

Mr Thornes said that according to the Race
Relations Board, a prosecution could be brought
against the publishers.

Now the trades council were taking legal advice
and considering whether to bring private action
against the National Front.
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